
English 11  

West Side Story: The Romeo and Juliet Connection 

Full Name: ___________________________________________________ 

 

Character Analogies 

Maria-Juliet   Chino-Paris   Doc-Friar Laurence 

Tony-Romeo   Anita-Nurse   Sharks-Capulets 

Anita-Nurse   Riff-Mercutio               

Jets-Montagues  Bernardo-Tybalt  Det. Shrank-Escalus 

Plot and Structure Comparisons 

Romeo and Juliet     West Side Story 

 

The play begins with a fight    The movie begins with a fight  

between the rival ___________and   between rival gangs, the _________ 

the _______________.    and the __________. 

 

 

Romeo is encouraged to attend   Tony is urged to attend the dance 

the ball in the rival     at the ______to challenge the rival 

territory of the ________house.   Sharks. 

 

 

Juliet appears with her ______, a   Maria appears with _______, a “big- 

personal and romantic confidante.   sister,” friend, and personal and  

       romantic confidante. 

 

Juliet confesses that she dreads her   Maria confesses that she dreads her 

upcoming arranged marriage to _______.  upcoming marriage to ________.  

The play moves to the dance, where   The movie moves to the dance,  

________are worn and identify the   where gang________identify the 

rival families.      rival groups. 

 

 

The ball scene moves to the meeting   The dance scene moves to the  

of __________ and ________, and a   meeting of ________ and _______, 

harsh reaction by her __________.   and a harsh reaction from her 

       brother, ____________. 

 

 

The _______of Juliet’s room is the   The ________ ___________ of 

first place where the lovers can   Maria’s apartment is the first 



express their feelings.     place where the lovers can express 

       their feelings. 

 

 

________ __________is    _____is caring of Tony and 

sympathetic to Romeo, and    sympathetic to some of the 

gives him advice and warnings.   gang members. 

 

 

The _____ is fearful that Juliet   ______is aware and fearful that 

will not marry Paris and become   Maria in involved with a boy from 

involved with a man from the wrong   the wrong side. 

family.  

 

 

 

The fight unfolds, with the killing    The fight unfolds, with the killing 

and counter-killing of ___________   and counter-killing of _____ by  

by__________ and of _________   ___________and of ________by 

by ____________.     ____________. 

 

 

 

Juliet can forgive __________for   Maria can forgive _________for  

killing her cousin because of    killing her __________because of 

external forces.     external forces. 

 

 

*Friar Laurence gives Juliet 

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

*When held for questioning by Det. Shrank, Maria sends Anita  

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

*Romeo kills____________.  Thinking Juliet is dead, he kills_________.  Juliet awakens 

_____________________________.  

 

*Chino kills ___________.  Maria holds_____________.  She, however, 

does____________________________________________. 

 


